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kerryevans758@gmail.com 

Kirkland, WA 

SUMMARY 
An experienced react-native developer who specializes in building cross-platform 

mobile applications from design to specification. I have 7+ years of experience in 

building production-level mobile & web applications using React/React Native, 

Flutter, Node, Laravel, and other modern technologies and frameworks. 

  

Skill Set 

- UI/UX: Photoshop, Sketch, and Illustrator 

- Cross-platform app development: React Native + JavaScript/TypeScript, Flutter 

- iOS App Development: Swift, Objective-c, Xcode, iOS SDK 

- Android app development: Java, Kotlin, Android Studio & Android Developer 

Tools and Android SDK 

- Backend development: LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) 

I am a quick learner, able to solve business and marketing problems and develop 

on-point solutions on stringent deadlines. I possess excellent financial, 

interpersonal, and customer relations skills. I thrive in fast-paced, engaging, and 

challenging environments where my development prowess can directly impact 

business efficiency and profitability. 

I always understand the problems of the clients and execute them accordingly in 

real-time with the best way to solve it with high quality and strong mathematical 

and system control knowledge. 

 

SKILLS 
 

 React Native 

 React 

 JavaScript 

 Typescript 

 Flutter 

 Swift 

 Objective-C 

 Xcode 

 Java 

 Kotlin 

 Android Studio 

 Android SDK 

 PHP 

 Laravel 

 AWS 

 Firebase 

EXPERIENCE 

Senior React Native Developer 

Kirkland, Washington, United States Feb 2022 – May 2022 

Guru.com Freelancer 

mailto:kerryevans758@gmail.com


Senior Mobile App Developer(React Native/Java/Kotlin) 

 Kirkland, Washington, United States 

Freelock Computing/ Jun 2019 - Feb 2022 

- Built a map-based social network from the ground up using React Native, 

MapBox, Firebase, Heroku with Node.js, and MongoDB. It used real-time 

geolocation to constantly update your location so that you can see what's 

going on nearby. 

- Helped convert a website into a truly native React Native app for both 

iOS and Android for a well-funded startup. I worked with their existing 

Node/MongoDB stack as well as third-party libraries to create a better 

experience on mobile. 

- Created a cross-platform React Native app for iOS and Android internally 

for demonstration purposes. Queried APIs with GraphQL for display. 
 

React Native Mobile Developer  

Kirkland, Washington, United States Jordan 

Crown Web Design/Jan 2016 - May 2017 

- Created chat functionality in a trainer enterprise app using React Native, 

Laravel and PostgreSQL. 

- Created an in-house Apple Watch extension to allow users to monitor 

progress of their workouts and switch exercises. 

- Created a script to dig through and piece together over half a million user 

records stored between CouchDB and PostgreSQL. 

- Supported architecture of back-end and REST API creation using Laravel 

and PostgreSQL. 

- Created an admin tool for sending SMS messages with links to install 

enterprise iOS apps to trainers using Twilio, Laravel, and PostgreSQL. 

 
Flutter Mobile Developer 

Washington, United States 

Neighborsoft.team/Mar 2013 - Jan 2016 

- Helped develop the Challenges section of the GrowthDay app, 

implementing and iterating across UI designs and ensuring UX 

engagement was on point. 

- Collaborated with the back-end team, ensuring API calls were 

integrated properly and working with the QA team on any issues that 

were discovered. 

- Took existing iOS and Android native libraries that were not yet 

Flutter ready and made them so they could be used in our app. 
 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

University of Washington Bothell 

Bachelor's degree, Computer Science 

Sep 2008 - May 2012 

 


